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Bayer Young Science Ambassadors, the social 

responsibility project on scientific literacy that is 

implemented through the partnership of BAYER Turk and 

Toplum Gönüllüleri Vakfı (Community Volunteers 

Foundation) - TOG, fosters the creative and critical thinking 

of the primary school children and young university 

students in its second year. Because the Turkey’s rank is at 

the lower mean performance in science in PISA researches, 

BYSA has an important and unique role to be a good 

example in education.  TOG, as a youth NGO that gathers 

young people all over Turkey on the different subjects 

on the local, national and international level, creates 

participation areas for the empowerment of young 

people and use non formal education tools to spread 

the idea and vision.  The pilot year’s evaluation 

report shows that BYSA project increases the 

scientific literacy amongst young people and 

supports the learning processes of children on 

natural  science in primary schools. The project 

increases the curiosity of primary school children 

about science and technology. Young people are 

being role models for the children now and will be in 

the future.
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Local 

Volunteers 

Organizations 

Implementing 

Bayer Young 

Science 

Ambassadors 

Project in 

2017 - 2018

Istanbul University in 

İstanbul province

Çukurova University in 

Adana province

Aksaray University in 

Aksaray province

Mardin Artuklu University 

in Mardin province

Muş Alparslan University in 

Muş province

Uşak University in Uşak 

province

Yalova University in Yalova 

province

Zonguldak Bülent Ecevit 

University in Zonguldak 

province

The call for participation in the project in the year 2017 – 

2018 was open on 11th of October on the official website 

of the Community Volunteers Foundation (TOG). The 

information was spread among volunteers’ organizations in 

TOG’s field. The application call was open for 11 days. 

 

“’Bayer Young Science Ambassadors’ project will continue 

this year and we are looking for the volunteers 

organizations willing to participate!

 

If you are also interested in taking part in the ‘Bayer Young 

Ambassadors Project’ that focuses on science literacy 

please keep on reading this text!

 

This project aims to popularize the natural science among 

youth and children, boost their curiosity about the world 

and encourage them to ask questions. The Project is 

carried out in cooperation of Bayer Turkey and the 

Community Volunteers Foundation.

 

If as volunteers organization you would like to participate

and implement the Bayer Young Science Ambassadors 

project and you agree to participate fully in the training that 

will take place in Istanbul between 8 - 13 of November 

2017 organize a meeting and select 3 volunteers who will 

participate in the training. Later fill in the application form 

and send it to bilimelcileri@tog.org.tr The deadline for 

application is 22th of October at 23:59. “

 

CALL FOR THE PARTICIPATION 
AND SELECTION OF LOCAL 

VOLUNTEERS ORGANIZATION



LOCAL DISSEMINATION WORKSHOPS

The science literacy training of Bayer Young Science Ambassadors Project took place in Istanbul 

between 8-13 of November 2016. The 24 volunteers, 8 from each of 3 different TOG volunteers 

club that later implemented the project between November 2016 and November 2017, had 

participated in the “Science Literacy” training.

The young people participating in the training received the 6-day long training on such 

topics as civil society, TOG, volunteering, team work, communicating and working with 

children, science literacy, carrying out scientific experiments. Bayer Young Science 

Ambassador Project continued with the 2-day workshops at schools delivered by the 

young people, who participated in training, together with their teams from the local 

volunteers clubs.



The local dissemination workshops were organized with the participation of all young 

volunteers – the ones who participated in the training in Istanbul and the rest of the Bayer 

Young Science Ambassadors Project implementation team. The local dissemination

 workshops were organized between the 25th of November and 4th of December with the

 project teams from İstanbul TOG,Çukurova TOG, Aksaray TOG, Mardin TOG, Muş TOG, 

Uşak TOG, Yalova TOG, Zonguldak TOG. In total 272 volunteers participated in local 

dissemination workshops.

During the Local Dissemination Workshops part of the activities designed for Bayer Young

 Science Ambassadors Project to be implemented at school was exercised. The workshops

on such topics as communication and working with children, science literacy, carrying out 

the experiments lasted one day.



IMPLEMENTATION IN SCHOOLS

The Young Science Ambassadors of the project after the Science Literacy Training went back to their 

hometowns and received the necessary permissions from the local authorities (the National Education 

Directorate of the Province, the National Education Directorates of the districts, Governorship).  After 

obtaining the permission, young volunteers have implemented Bayer Young Science Ambassadors 

Project during 12-week period, including 2-day activities in schools.

Muş

Pro. Dr. Vahit Özmen Primary

 and Secondary School

Türk Telekom Primary School

 

 

Uşak

Aybey Primary School

Cumhuriyet Primary School

Yeniköy Primary School

 

 

Yalova

Kardelen Secondary School

Termal Secondary School

 

 

Zonguldak

İbrahim Fikri Anıl Primary

School

Zonguldak Primary School

Fener Primary School

İstanbul

Mustafa Sarıgül Primary 

School

Bağcılar Vakıflar Secondary

 School

Şehit Kubilay Primary School

Karagümrük Secondary

 School

 

 

Adana

23 Nisan İmam Hatip

 Secondary School

Demokrasi Primary

Plevne Primary

 

 

Aksaray

Nilüfer Hatun Primary School

Helvadere Primary School

Kamber Gülizar Demir

 Primary School



PROGRAM OF THE ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOLS



AIMS AND OUTPUTS OF EXPERIMENTS

Experiment 1:

Do Flowers Drink Water?

Children use 3 cups of water mixed with food coloring and 1 cup of 

plain water. Then they set the flowers in the cups and observe the 

change. With this experiment, children can discover for themselves 

how essential the functions of roots and stems are to plant growth. As 

the colored water is absorbed, students are able to see how the water 

is absorbed into the plant and amazed when the petals of the 

carnation change color. The children observe how important water is 

for all living things.  Human beings need to take precautions in order 

to use water in an efficient way such as through the reuse of 

wastewater or getting drinkable water out of oceans.

Experiment 2:

Can you make the egg swim?

Two eggs, two containers, salt, spoon, warm water. Fill the 

containers with warm water. Add a few spoon of salt to one of them 

and mix until it melts. Put one egg to each container. Egg will float 

in the salty water and submerge in the other container.  Children 

learn about the buoyancy of water.

Experiment 3:

Screaming Balloons

Children put a hexagon nut in the balloon and hold it with both 

hands and make a swirling motion. Then they hear the 

screaming voice. The unique shape of the hex nut vibrates the 

walls of the balloon to produce a wonderfully screaming sound. 

They try the same process with the circular pellet. This time they 

do not get the screaming sound as there is no vibration on the 

walls of the balloon.  With this experiment children observe 

both the sound and motion.



Experiment 4:

Colors Dancing in the Milk!

With this experiment children uncover the secrets of the soap which 

is a great demonstration of what happens when we combine dish 

soap and milk. They mix a little milk, food coloring, and a drop of 

liquid soap.

Milk is mostly water but it also contains vitamins, minerals, proteins, 

and tiny droplets of fat suspended in solution. Fats and proteins are 

sensitive to changes in the surrounding solution (the milk). The 

soap weakens the chemical bonds that hold the proteins and fats in 

solution. So the colors begin dancing in the milk. 

Children learn the importance and effect of soap on cleaning and 

why we people wash our hands with soap.

Experiment 5:

Is Black Really Black?

Using a technique called chromatography, children find out exactly 

what makes up the color in the black pen.

There’s literally a rainbow of color hiding in just one black dot! 

Children put black dots on filter paper; put a toy brush in the very 

center of the filter paper. Then lay down the paper on a plastic glass 

full of water. The burst of color that you see on the filter paper 

proves that black is really a combination of colors. 

This technique of color separation is actually 

called chromatography, which was originally used to separate 

different plant pigments.

Experiment 6:

Homemade Ice-cream

Children are making ice-cream with cream, sugar, crushed salt, 

vanilla and ice.

The science in making ice-cream is to lower the freezing point 

of ice in order to freeze the cream. But how?

Just like we use salt on icy roads in the winter, salt mixed with 

ice in this case also causes the ice to melt. When salt comes into 

contact with ice, the freezing point of the ice is lowered. The 

lowering of the freezing point depends on the amount of salt 

added. The more salt added, the lower the temperature will be 

before the salt- water solution freezes.



Experiment 8:

The Chemical of Red Cabbage

Red Cabbage Jiffy Juice is an easy-to-use acid-

base indicator that measures pH. Children use 

Jiffy Juice to make colorful solutions by adding 

common acids and bases. It's an experiment 

that is safe and carefully crafted from all food-

grade material.

Experiment 7:

Let’s see what you eat

Chop one apple, potato and pear into pieces of  the same 

size. The person conducting the experiment gives the 

samples to a friend who has  his / her eyes and nose closed 

to taste them and asks which one is pear, apple and potato. 

In the second part of the experiment, the person does the 

same but the person getting the sample can see and smell 

the samples. Children learn that the sense of taste and smell 

are related to each other.

Experiment 9:

Magic Napkin  

One big glass, one small glass, piece of paper towel or 

napkin. Fill in the big glass with the water leaving some 

empty space. Fold the paper along the longer edge and 

squeeze it. Place one end in the big glass and the other in 

the small glass.  The content of the small glass is below 

one third of the big glass. The water from the big glass 

starts filing the small glass. Children become familiar with 

the capillary effect.



Experiment 10:

Invisible Force 

Make a hole in the bottom of the plastic cup with a sharp 

edge of pencil. Place the cup upside down on the  table 

with the pencil sticking out of the cup. Cut the paper into 

squares and fold bringing two corners together. Unfold and 

do the same with two other corners. Open again, place the 

sharp end of the pencil in the middle of the paper. Rub the 

comb with hair or material and move next to the paper. You 

can observe how paper is pulled by comb. This experiment 

explains the concept of electricity and shows how the 

objects with electrical charge pull or push each other.

The aims of the BYSA Project;

By creating the scientific literacy amongst Young Community Volunteers

(age between 17 - 25);

Supporting the science education

Supporting the children and their learning process at primary schools

(age between 10 - 12)

The main objectives of the BYSA Project;

Accordingly, the main objective of the project is to improve the scientific literacy level 

of its target groups (4th, 5th and 6th grade primary school students and young 

community volunteers) by providing space for them to;

Get motivated to learn about and understand nature,

Have curiosity about science and technology,

Try to understand the interrelations among science, technology, society and 

environment,

Get willing to question, reason and understand the happenings and facts in nature

Question their prejudices about science and scientist



        BAYER YOUNG SCIENCE 
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THE SEEDS FOR SCIENCE 
TEAM

MAY - SEPTEMBER 2018



ZIMCORE SOCIAL MEDIA SERVICES

The Seeds for Science Team Project was implemented on the occasion of the 60th 

anniversary of the presence of Bayer in Turkey. The project was developed as an 

additional travelling activity to the Bayer Young Ambassadors project that is currently 

implemented by Toplum Gönüllüleri Vakfı.  The aim of the project was to increase the 

science literacy of the children living in rural areas. The project has been started to 

create the memories the children would remember in their future life. The main aims of 

the project were: to encourage children to look at science from a different perspective, 

promote the interest in science and develop a positive attitude towards it. The project 

team travelling in the minibus designed especially for the project visited 10 villages in 

10 provinces organizing activities for 1493 children.

The main objective of the project is:

 

To improve the scientific literacy level of its target groups (children, young 

people, adults, parents) providing space for them to;  

♣   Get motivated to learn about and understand nature,

♣   Develop curiosity about science and technology,

♣   Try to understand the interrelations between science, technology, society 

and environment,

♣   Get willing to question, reason and understand nature and its processes

♣   Question their prejudices about science and scientists,

♣   Understand and appreciate the value of science and technology.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES



The Planting Seeds for Science Project is a science literacy project implemented in the partnership of 

Community Volunteers Foundation (TOG) and Bayer Türk. The project is a part of Bayer Youth 

Ambassadors that has been implemented within TOG since 2011. The project was realized by TOG and 

Bayer to mark the 60th anniversary of the presence of the company in Turkey.

The project aims to build the positive attitude of the young people and with their contribution to help 

children develop a positive attitude towards science. The project aims to show that the laboratory is 

not necessary to conduct the research. It shows that science is present in our everyday life and that it is 

visible if we look around and question. Being science literate does not mean knowing everything, it 

means being curious how science works, a while researching and understanding it.

At the same time, being science literate provides the knowledge of necessary terms and processes 

related to decision making, civic participation, cultural relations and production. Young people and 

later children participating in the project become more curious and ask more questions in everyday life. 

They also observe nature and try to understand it. 

Within the project young people first participate in the training titled “Science Literacy” designed with 

the non-formal education methods. Young people who received the training travelled by bus around 

Turkey organizing the activities for children. The aim of the activities was to raise the interest and 

motivation of children towards science.

PROJECT CONTENT



The Bayer Youth Science Ambassadors – Science Seeds Team implemented activities with 

children in the following regions: Mediterranean, North-East, Eastern Anatolia, Black See, 

Central Anatolia, Aegean and Marmara. In total, the activities for children were organized 

in 45 rural settlements in 20 provinces.

The project team has visited 10 settlements such as villages, little towns and seasonal 

settlements reaching to 1493 children.

During the tour by bus that was specially designed for the project purposes in May, Bayer 

Young Science Ambassadors the Science Seeds Team visited Düzce, Ardahan, Erzincan, 

Muş, Ankara, Mersin, Amasya, Kayseri, Samsun and Antalya.

The chart below presents the places visited by the team where the activities were 

organized and the number of children reached with the project.

THE FIELD ACTIVITIES 

THE PROJECT ROUTE



2016 - It won the silver award at the category of “Best 

Social Responsibility Projects” of the Stevie Awards, which 

is most prestigious international business awards program.

2016 -  It was awarded with bronze prize from The 

International CSR Excellence Awards.

2015 -  It was entitled as “Best Social Responsibility Project” 

of Best Business Awards which is one of the most 

prestigious awards of Britain.

2012 -  It won “Bayer Award for Excellence in 

Communications” which is an award given to best 

projects by Bayer.

AWARDS


